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I. An Edgy Ontology

But suddenly a strange flicker passes through the screen and the picture stirs to life. Carriages coming from somewhere in the perspective of the picture are moving straight at you, into the darkness in which you sit; somewhere from afar people appear and loom larger as they come closer to you; in the foreground children are playing with a dog, bicyclists tear along, and pedestrians cross the street picking their way among the carriages. All this moves, teems with life and, upon approaching the edge of the screen, vanishes somewhere beyond it.

—Maxim Gorky

In his 1896 report on an early Lumière program, Maxim Gorky describes a phantom world destined to escape the limits of visuality. In this “Kingdom of Shadows,” every gray image surges vitally before disappearing from the screen or moving beyond it. Such transitions out of frame, off the edge of the screen, astonish Gorky—but not because the locomotive in the Lumières’ Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat (France, 1896) will physically plunge into the theater. As Tom Gunning has argued, early cinema spectators were not so naive to believe the train would really barrel at them; rather, they were astonished by the illusion of projected motion. They reacted to a shocking moment of movement but never felt threatened by the film image.
For his part, Gorky finds the experience extraordinary, but less because the train might turn him into “a ripped sack full of lacerated flesh and splintered bones” than because it “disappears beyond the edge of the screen.” At all times, Gorky finds the potential “thereness” and “thisness” of the film image undercut by its drift toward absence. As Gunning puts it, focus on the early film image “uncovered a lack, and promised only a phantom embrace.” Right from the start, the essence of cinema was revealed to be without rather than within. Gorky’s “Kingdom of Shadows” is an early testament to this outlying power, and throughout this essay I will suggest that cinema continues to be haunted by an edgy ontology.

Due to the film image’s inherent elusiveness and the way it plays with presence and absence, Gorky must describe the experience with recourse to shadows and traces. These phenomena are usually peripheral signs of an originary source, but in Gorky’s account they occupy the center of his attention. For this reason he might be considered the first peri-phenomenologist of cinema. As outlined by philosophers like William Earle and Edward S. Casey, peri-phenomenology tends to be an approach that
remains sensitive to the peripheral regions and outlying elements of things, places, and phenomena—to the edges or, as Casey puts it, “the very prominences and structures that attract our spontaneous glances.” Peri-phenomenology focuses on the outstanding parts of things, places, and phenomena in order to show that those outstanding parts are integral to all that we experience. It brings to mind, according to Earle, “what has every chance of being lost sight of, that which is not seen, whose very essence is ‘to be lost sight of.’” This approach would seem almost preternaturally drawn to a format that so dynamically engages the occlusive and disclosive practice of screening.

I would further contend that the peri-phenomenologist approach—adopted to a certain extent by Gorky in 1896—carries particular value at a time when the specter of expansion threatens the classical filmic experience, based as it is on the fixed and invariant arrangement of viewers, screen, and projector. Indeed, the very notion of a unique cinematic ontology would seem to be imperiled as theatrical cinema morphs into an edgeless, voluminous supercinema. Whether by eliminating the screen entirely or by extending it to cover the full field of vision, the force of cinematic history tends toward the expansion of representational limits and the erasure of the apparatus—not to mention the erasure of cinema as such, given André Bazin’s reminder that total cinema would cease to be cinema at all. In a media environment dismissive toward the classical filmic experience and its delicately codified architecture of vision, on what basis can we argue for cinema’s unique essence? In his work on the future of film studies, Gregory Flaxman has asked a similar question, and he has advocated a novel response, one that lies perversely “out of field.” Invigorated by Gilles Deleuze’s definition of the outside as “the point where and when we dispense with presuppositions and define thought itself as a problem,” Flaxman endeavors to affirm cinema’s singularity “on the basis of that which lies beyond the limits of the visible.” This notion of cinematic ontology resonates with that in Gorky’s “Kingdom of Shadows,” which implies that the essence of cinema lies without rather than within. Further, as a tactic for radical and emergent thought, it also aligns with Casey’s elucidation of “thinking on the edge,” which unsettles predominant concepts and systems of thought by contesting and diversifying limits.

But at a time when (1) the limits of the cinema screen are being expanded to fill the spectator’s entire visual field, and (2) certain media are starting to envision an inhabitable and enveloping sensorium, how can we even find
cinema’s edge, much less think on it? Can cinema’s edgy ontology be sustained in such a media environment? Consider, for instance, how recent patents for so-called supercinema theaters detail attempts to expand the screen and thereby eliminate its delineating function by monopolizing the spectator’s gaze.¹⁰ This state of engulfing seems to portend the passing of cinema in favor of a total cinema without edge or exit. Whereas edges and glances are “mercurial in their evanescence,” limits and gazes allow no surfeit perception and therefore no escape from their categories of understanding.¹¹ The out of field atrophies in such situations. However, there may be egress yet. Buoyed by Flaxman’s insistence on the out of field and by Casey’s peri-phenomenologist approach, I want to use the remainder of this essay to develop a speculative line of thought about a peripheral cinema object. In our changing media environment, cinema’s edgy ontology may well be sustained by a source beyond the limits of the screen: the emergency exit sign.

II. The Emergency Exit Sign in Plato’s Cave

There are things like that in Plato?
—Jean-Louis Baudry¹²

Omitted in the founding texts of apparatus theory, the emergency exit sign casts a spectral light over discussions of the cinematic viewing situation. How was such a crucial element of the theater’s technical ensemble excluded from discussions of the basic cinematographic apparatus (l’appareil de base)? Even though writers like Jean-Louis Baudry (especially in his seminal essay, “The Apparatus: Metapsychological Approaches to the Impression of Reality in the Cinema”) argue that the distinctive technical ensemble and spatial organization of different elements in the theater establish and restrict the effects cinema can have on a spectator, the exit sign is never considered. If the actual arrangement of the theater contributes to the virtual work of the apparatus (le dispositif), then wouldn’t the illumination of the exit sign inflect that virtual work? The oversight seems odd, but perhaps it is unsurprising that an exit sign would not be mentioned in apparatus theory. After all, the cinema situation—in the hands of writers like Baudry—became an omnipotent, insurmountable, and inescapable ideological machine. The exit sign is absent because there can be no egress from this system of utterly impregnable coherence and reach.¹³
And yet an alternative genealogy of the cinematic viewing situation might even begin with the need for egress during states of emergency. This is true not only from a historicist perspective but also a mythological one. For if the audience of *Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat* fled in terror from the oncoming train, where did they flee other than for the exits? And if the prisoner in Plato’s “Allegory of the Cave”—so crucial to Baudry’s theorization of the apparatus—avoids the plight of illusive reality, isn’t it because he follows the illuminated path out? But even putting mythology aside, it is clear from a historicist perspective that the need for egress during states of emergency affected the cinematic viewing situation. Fire risk in particular determined movie theater architecture.

The Iroquois Theatre fire, which killed more than six hundred people on 30 December 1903, remains the deadliest single-building fire in United States history and marks a key turning point for fire safety reform and modern theater architecture. Poorly illuminated exits contributed to the high death toll at the Iroquois Theatre, so after 1903, requirements were set concerning the illumination of exits, aisles, and corridors, with the further stipulation that exit lights should run on their own electric supplies. These glowing red
exit lights were early versions of the omnipresent, text-based American exit sign, which has its origins in the 1911 Triangle Shirtwaist Fire.\textsuperscript{15} By 1915, these exit signs had become official elements of the basic cinematographic apparatus (l'appareil de base) and were even proximate to the apparatus's “imaginary mirror of spectatorial desire,” the silver screen itself.\textsuperscript{16} As Amir Ameri explains:

> Once admitted, the experiential journey that had started on the sidewalk would be merely prolonged by the directional space of the nickelodeon's auditorium. The directionality of this space had as much to do with the physical dimensions of the often narrow and long auditoriums as with the strategic location of the screen at the far end of the room. As the focal point of this directional space, one's movement in the auditorium was progressively toward, though never arriving at the literal place of the imaginary: the screen. Placing the screen at the far end of the auditorium was not, however, the only option. Besides the side walls, John Klaber noted in 1915, 'the type of hall where the screen is at the same end as the main doors has been advocated by some authorities as lessening the fire risk, since the audience faces toward the principal exits, and need not pass the operating room to reach them.' Practical as this placement would have been, it would have also drastically altered the experience and with it the intended relationship between the real and the imaginary. Consequently, fire exits were placed, at some expense, in proximity to the screen to allow the latter to remain in its desired location at the far end of the auditorium.\textsuperscript{17}

Undisputed as the key element of the theater's technical ensemble yet acquiescent to the strictures of fire safety reform, the screen was obliged to welcome the exit sign on its borders. And there the sign remains, an auxiliary light source on the edge of the screen, an object of the glance but never the gaze.\textsuperscript{18} Parergon of the theater,\textsuperscript{19} the exit sign casts an “intermittent moonlight,”\textsuperscript{20} and it is precisely in this oscillating luminescence—in the way it perpetually toggles between figure and ground, visibility and invisibility—that the exit sign authorizes a mode of discretionary bliss unaccounted for in apparatus theory. Like seeing cigarette smoke rise to meet the projected light cone, glancing at the exit sign allows one to be both within the theater and departing it—to engage in a “doubled eros,” as Roland Barthes would say. The tremulous action of alternately gazing at the screen and glancing at its edge produces transfixion of a different order than ideological oppression. Seen at an “amorous distance,” the exit sign allows for rapt disengagement
within the apparatus.\textsuperscript{21} Importantly, the latent power of the exit sign should not be confused with the fantasy of total exit, which Sarah Sharma has shown to be a patriarchal penchant and inclination. Its power has more to do with nonproductive expenditure and finding a modality within the apparatus that nevertheless evades regulation.\textsuperscript{22}

![Figure 3. Exit sign beside screen.](image)

That freeform modality—the exit sign’s edgy power—has been consistently threatened by the drive toward total cinema. Consider, for instance, the Anthology Film Archives’s 1970 Invisible Theater, which built side blinders into the seats to rivet spectator attention to the screen rather than its periphery.
Here, all forms of supplemental gratification were rejected in the hopes of establishing an insulated cult of absolute attention. “Even the minimally luminous exit signs,” notes Annette Michelson, “were an unwilling concession to the fire department’s strictures.” But if the fire department had insisted on minimally luminous exit signs in the Invisible Theater, it was only because the department had already conceded so much else. Some twenty years earlier at Cinerama’s premiere at the Broadway Theatre in New York City, the screen had been so large that the original asbestos curtain could not be lowered—and yet the fire department waived its usual strictures to permit the theatre to operate. One of several types of expanded cinema that emerged in the 1950s, Cinerama remains an early example of how the drive toward total cinema often bypasses established safety strictures. But of course, as the pesky exit signs in the Invisible Theater indicate, efforts to eliminate cinematic periphery have always proved futile.

The eventual apotheosis of such fraught efforts occurred in 2006, with the issuance of US Patent 7,106,411: “Conversion of a Cinema Theatre to a Super Cinema Theatre.” This patent explains how to expand the cinema screen and thereby eliminate its delineating function by monopolizing the spectator experiences.

Figure 4. Invisible cinema.
gaze. In the process though, this new supercinema theater hides the emergency exit sign beyond the expanded screen. In the event of a crisis, the sign is revealed through an automated process whereby the screen gets pulled away like a skin graft:

In an emergency situation, an automatic activation means sends a signal to electromagnets 22 switching them off thereby removing the magnetic force which had been holding the metal rods firmly against the wall and floor of the theatre. The corner of the projection surface of screen 10 is then pulled backwards and upwards by the counterweight as it falls by gravity towards the ground. FIG 8 [see Figure 5] depicts the system door to the emergency exit in an activated position with the corner of screen pulled upwards and backwards and counterweight 24 resting on the ground.26

The supercinema theater attempts to unify the limits of representation with the edges of our visual field, hiding the exit sign in the process. Firstly, there is potential danger here in the return to a pre-1903 theatrical situation, where egress may become visually or physically obstructed (what if the contraption malfunctions?). Secondly, there is potential conceptual danger in the sense that the supercinema viewing situation seeks to eliminate all potential edges by expanding the limits of representation. It seems to abide no surfeit perception, no thinking on its edges, and therefore no escape from its self-prescribed categories of understanding. But at this point it is worth remembering that the peri-phenomenologist approach is, as Casey writes, “not just edge-savvy but edge-creative; it is not only a matter of knowing edges or focusing on them but also of bringing them into being.”27 A peri-phenomenologist project would do more than note the exit sign’s banishment; it would also evince how the out of frame has simply moved

![Figure 5. Supercinema exit sign.](image)
behind the screen rather than beside it. The edge was not annihilated; it just
moved outside our field of vision. Even now the exit sign promises to irrupt
through supercinema’s membrane, reminding us that the Deleuzian outside
lingers behind the screen as well as beside it. The essence of cinema has
always been without rather than within, and this edgy ontology ensures that
the exitless suffocation of total cinema—its regulatory force—will remain on
the verge.
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